We propose a novel method to measure the time-resolved momentum distribution and size of beams with very large momentum spread. To demonstrate the principle we apply the method to the beam at the end of a Compact Linear Collider decelerator, where conventional diagnostic methods are hampered by the large energy spread of the drive beam after up to 90% of its kinetic energy is converted into microwave power. Our method is based on sweeping the beam in a circular pattern to determine the momentum distribution and recording the beam size on a screen using optical transition radiation. We present an algorithm to extract the time-resolved momentum distribution. Furthermore, the beam size along the bunch train can be extracted from the image left on a screen by sweeping the beam linearly. We introduce the analysis technique and show simulation results that allow us to estimate the applicability. In addition, we present a conceptual design of the technical realization.
Introduction
We discuss a method to determine the time-resolved momentum spread and beam size of bunch-trains with very large momentum spread by using time-varying transversely deflecting fields. This work was stimulated by the very large momentum spread occurring in the decelerator of the Compact Linear Collider [1] .
Before delving into the analysis, we note that our methodology is related to the widely used method of using time-varying transverse fields to obtain information about the beam, first mentioned in Ref. [2] and experiments reported in [3] . In the early works the emphasis was on separating particles with different masses, later it was realized that fast-varying fields can be used to measure properties of bunches, too short to be analyzed using other methods, such as streak cameras. First results using circular deflectors for bunch length diagnostics appeared soon thereafter [4] , and is still used to diagnose short bunches [5, 6] . With the advent of free-electron lasers (FEL) and the need for ultra-short bunches with moderate momentum spread the radiofrequency deflectors experienced a renaissance, reported in the late 1990s [7] . Today, beam diagnostics using transversely deflecting structures is commonly used to measure the momentum spread and the transverse emittance of an ultra-short bunch as a function of the longitudinal position [8] [9] [10] [11] , the so-called slice momentum spread, and slice emittance, as important parameters for successful operation of FELs. The challenges of diagnosing beams with large momentum spread have been studied regarding emittance measurements [12, 13] as well as for momentum diagnostics [14] .
The present work is inspired by the development of using deflecting fields to measure time-dependent properties of the beam, but instead of focusing on the ultra-short time-scale needed for single-bunch diagnostics, we focus on the difficulties to diagnose the very large momentum spread that appears naturally as novel acceleration schemes are explored, e.g. in CLIC. The beams in CLIC after the interaction point have large momentum spread due to large losses from the emission of beamstrahlung in the collisions. This spread could be monitored as a complementary diagnostic, for the luminosity, to other methods discussed in [15] . A second subsystem of CLIC where extremely large momentum spread is encountered is the drive beam decelerator, where up to 90% of the incoming beam power is extracted from the drive beam [1, 16] . The situation where the beams are constant or averaged in time was already investigated in [14, 17] , but in this report we extend the analysis to accelerators that are pulsed and momentum spread varies along the pulse train. This is an important quantity to measure, because it is a measure of the quality of the interaction, either the luminosity, or the power extraction in the CLIC decelerator. The latter is the system on which we base the discussion in the remainder of this report.
In CLIC the deceleration leaves the beam with the energy distribution depicted in Fig. 1 , with a high energy transient at the head of the bunch train, shown in Fig. 1(a) , reaching all the way to the initial energy. The majority of the bunches, in the steady state of the pulse, lose 90% of their energy. The resulting energy distribution, shown in Fig. 1 (b) has a peak around the minimum energy with a long tail extending to higher energies. The stability of the drive beam under deceleration was identified as a crucial issue among others for the feasibility of CLIC [19] . This motivated the construction of the CLIC Test Facility (CTF3) [20] to experimentally address the issue, in particular how the momentum distribution in the beam can be monitored for an optimum setup of the decelerator.
In the test beam line (TBL) of CTF3, the drive beam decelerator is experimentally studied in small-scale [21] . The analysis of the beam profile diagnostics in TBL in Refs. [22, 23] has shown that segmented beam dumps, though currently used for time-resolved spectrometry in TBL, are not suitable for the CLIC decelerators due to the high beam power. On the other hand, OTR screens have a good chance of sustaining the high intensity, assuming that it is sufficiently diluted. We therefore intend to base the time-resolved measurements of transverse and energy profile on OTR screens.
The general layout envisioned for the diagnostics is to have two scanning kicker magnets sitting close together in the beam line; one kicking in the vertical direction and the other in the horizontal direction, similar to the dilution kickers in the LHC dump line, which forms the figure "e" of the beam on a screen [24, 25] . We assume that the kickers are excited in a cycle corresponding to the 240 ns drive beam duration and with a rise of the magnetic field that provides a kick from zero to a few milliradian in the same time range. Furthermore, we assume that the magnets are excited such that the horizontal kicker is driven by a cosine wave while the vertical is driven by a sine wave, thus creating a Lissajous figure of the beam on the screen. Forming the sweep into a circle allows us to analyze the momentum distribution along the beam pulse. A linear sweep in one direction at a time gives information about the transverse beam distribution along the pulse. The deflection cycle of a few hundred nanoseconds means that we focus on diagnosing variations along a bunch train rather than on single-bunch diagnostics, and, that the steady-state is favored over the transient.
We will begin with discussing spectrometry for large momentum spread beams and then turn to the particular measurement setup proposed. There, we will first predict what will be seen on the screen for a given beam distribution in time and momentum when the circular sweep is applied. Secondly, we will show examples of the measurement and of the analysis. Then, we discuss the time-resolved beam size measurement. Lastly, we present a conceptual design of the fast kicker magnet system together with a thermal-mechanical study of potential screen materials, with the particular case of the CLIC decelerator in mind.
Spectrometry for beams with large momentum spread
In a spectrometer the beam is deflected by a dipole magnet with field B and length l. Since the deflection angle φ ¼ Bl=pc depends inversely on the momentum p of the beam particles, particles with different momenta after a distance L from the center of the dipole intercept a downstream screen at different positions X ¼ L tan φ: See Fig. 2 for an illustration of the geometry. Since we anticipate very large momentum spread we restrict ourselves to small deflection angles φ such that we can use the approximation tan φ % φ: Parametrizing the momentum by δ ¼ ðp À p 0 Þ=p 0 where p 0 is the reference momentum of the beam and φ 0 the deflection angle for the reference beam, we can write
where we introduce the abbreviation D 0 ¼ Lφ 0 . Incidentally, D 0 coincides with the dispersion generated by the dipole. If the momentum spread is small, i.e. when δ{1, we obtain the linear approximation X % D 0 ð1 ÀδÞ. In our case, however, this assumption is not valid. Instead, we use Eq. (1) to determine the particle density on the screen by integrating over all initial momenta through
where δ D denotes the Dirac delta function. The interpretation of the previous equation is straightforward: We start with a momentum distribution ψðδÞ of the beam and the delta function collects all the δ that end up at a particular position X on the screen. For the integration over δ we use the relation particle distribution on the screen is then given by
where X is the coordinate on the screen in the plane of deflection and D 0 is the reference dispersion, e.g. for the position of the momentum peak. Normally, we are interested in deducing the moment profile from the geometric profile on a spectrometer screen. To do so we need the inverse transformation. It is calculated in the same way and reads
If, instead of using Eq. (5) to analyze such a spectrometer distribution, we use the linear approximation X % D 0 ð1 À δÞ we commit an error. The magnitude of this error is demonstrated in Fig. 3 , where we have assumed a Gaussian momentum distribution with rms spread Δ 0 and peak momentum p 0 . The momentum distribution extracted from a spectrometer measurement using the linear dispersion function will appear to have a higher peak momentum p p than the true value p 0 . At the same time, the extracted spread Δ is an underestimation of the real momentum spread, an effect that grows as Δ 0 grows.
The resolution of the presented method can be estimated from solving Eq. (1) by calculating the derivative with respect to X. This yields the amplification factor dδ=dX ¼ ÀD 0 =X 2 by how much a small uncertainty in position on the screen X affects the relative momentum δ. If the transverse rms beam size of the undeflected beam is σ x , the rms resolution of the relative momentum σ δ is given by
We note that the resolution for δ is not constant, but depends on the position on the screen X and diverges near the axis for X ¼ 0 where all the high energy particles are positioned. The best resolution we find for the low-momentum particles that are deflected the most. For particles at the reference energy δ ¼ 0 and X ¼ D 0 from Eq. (1) we find the expected result that
Now that we have established the correct way of analyzing spectrometer profiles for large momentum spreads we turn to discuss a method to obtain time-resolved information about the beam pulse.
Time-resolved spectrometry
In order to extract time-resolved information from the spectrometer measurement we first look at how a particle distribution transforms when projected onto a screen. We use the variables defined in Fig. 2 and introduce a rotating effective magnetic field vector so that a particle with momentum δ hits the screen at the coordinates X ¼ Lφ 0 cos ð2πτÞ
with τ ¼ t=T where T is the period of the magnetic cycle and 0 o τ o 1. Note that the magnet sprays the beam on a sector of a circle on the screen. The cycle time T has to be matched to the bunch train duration in order to avoid overlap of the tail with the head of the beam.
Let further ψðτ; δÞ be the initial particle density distributed over time and momentum. We neglect for now the emittance and obtain the transverse particle distribution on the screen Ψ ðX; YÞ by integrating over time and momentum through
This is an integral over two dimensions and we use the Jacobi determinant to transform the integration variables from ðτ; δÞ to ðX; YÞ. It is defined through
With the Jacobi determinant the integral in Eq. (8) transforms as
where we use the fact that
The matrix elements for the determinant are easily derived through differentiation with the result
Finally, we express the distribution on the screen purely in the spatial variables X and Y:
This equation relates the momentum distribution ψðτ; δÞ, which originally was a function of the momentum δ and time τ along the pulse, to coordinates on the screen and therefore describes how the image on the screen is related to a given time dependent momentum distribution along the pulse. We now turn to extracting the original time dependent momentum distribution ψ from an image on the screen produced by the rotating magnetic field. For this we need to invert the procedure discussed in the previous section and determine the original time-dependent momentum distribution ψðτ; δÞ from the distribution on the image Ψ ðX; YÞ. The inverse procedure starts similarly with a two-dimensional integral:
We now need the Jacobian for the inverse systemJ , for which the elements are as follows:
With this JacobianJ , which is the inverse of J used in Eq. (12), and its determinant 
The momentum information is now encoded in the radial variable on the screen and the temporal information is in the angle, in accordance with Eq. (11) . In order to determine the resolution of the method we assume that the distributions in time, momentum and transverse size due to emittance are Gaussian and constant along the bunch train.
Under these assumptions we determine the scaled arrival time σ τ and the relative momentum spread σ δ . Note, that in the general case, even a correlation σ τδ between τ and δ can appear. These parameters constitute the covariance matrix and we can calculate it using conventional error propagation techniques, using the JacobianJ given in Eq. (15) with the abbreviation
This result is also intuitively appealing. The rms beam size, σ r ; divided by the circumference at a given radius gives the resolution for the scaled time τ and the result for the momentum δ is the same as for the one-dimensional case already discussed in Section 2. In practice, the resolution is ultimately set by the resolution of the screen image, i.e. the camera pixel size. For the evaluation of the performance we have chosen a particle distribution whose momentum along the pulse varies sinusoidally with amplitude δ ¼ 0:1. The assumed rms momentum spread δ has the same magnitude. This momentum distribution, shown in Fig. 4(a) , results in the image on the screen shown in Fig. 4 (b). The geometric beam size on the screen is assumed to be small compared to the beam size due to the large momentum spread. In the simulation we assume a deflection angle φ 0 ¼ 1 mrad and drift length L ¼ 5 m. Using the procedure outlined above, to extract the momentum distribution from the image, indeed results in a distribution that is indistinguishable from the one shown in Fig. 4(a) . In the numerical simulations described here we have employed Delaunay triangulation [26] for the nonlinear transformation from the Cartesian coordinates ðX; YÞ to the polar coordinates ðδ; τÞ.
In order to investigate the robustness of the inversion we add random noise to the image in Fig. 4 (b). The maximum noise is set to 10% of the maximum intensity in the original image and the noise is uniform in shape and centered around zero. Fig. 5 (b) shows the image with noise. Before extracting the momentum distribution we select the region of interest on the screen and set the pixel values on the edges to zero. This is a precaution for avoiding a strong enhancement of the noise close to the singularity as δ-À1. The singularity can be discarded since it corresponds to particles at rest. Then, by extracting the distribution we obtain Fig. 5(a) . The shape and position of the snake figure remains intact, although the noise perturbs the visual impression of the distribution, especially in the low-momentum region. This occurs because Fig. 4 . Reference distribution (a) and screen image (b). The momentum spread is 10% along the pulse while the average momentum oscillates with an amplitude equal to the 1σ spread.
the transformation between the momentum distribution and the image in Eq. (13) is nonlinear and the low-momentum part is enhanced due to the denominator ð1 þ δÞ 3 in Eq. (17) .
A finite emittance will smooth out the profile on the screen, but if the geometric beam size is small compared to the dispersive beam size σ 0 ¼ Lφ 0 Δ on the screen, the system can still be inverted and the initial distribution regained by applying Eq. (17) . In Fig. 6 we demonstrate the effect of a finite emittance by calculating the convolution of the original screen image from Fig. 4 with the geometric beam profile. The column to the right shows the screen images and the left column the corresponding distribution extracted from each image without taking the finite emittance into account. The geometric beam size σ x;y in the rows is given by 0.2, 1, and 2 in units of the beam width due to the momentum spread σ 0 . We note that qualitative information can be extracted from the screen even for very large emittances. The general trend is that the extracted momentum spread increases with increasing emittance, while the extracted average momentum decreases.
Our goal is to perform these measurements on the decelerated CLIC drive beam, and therefore we show it in Fig. 7 . The original momentum distribution shown in Fig. 7(a) is taken from Fig. 1(b) , where we have let the momentum profile be constant along the bunch train. By applying Eq. (13) we obtain the corresponding screen image in Fig. 7(b) , which can be brought back to the original distribution through Eq. (17) .
To the image in Fig. 7 (b) we now add random noise which is uniformly distributed around zero with an amplitude of 10% of the maximum intensity in the original image. Fig. 8 shows the new image with noise. As in the previous example of noise handling in Fig. 5 we ignore the contribution from the edges before we extract the momentum distribution. The result presented in Fig. 8(a) has the same features as the original distribution and we conclude that the extraction algorithm is rather insensitive to noise.
In the CLIC decelerator the finite emittance is not expected to influence the measurement notably. Although the emittance is fairly large (150 mm mrad), the momentum spread is so large that even with a very small dispersion the geometric beam size will be negligible in comparison. In the next section we will discuss the beam size measurements, which can also be used for emittance measurements.
Time-resolved beam size measurements
For time-resolved beam size measurements in one plane, say horizontal, we make a linear sweep in the other, here vertical, direction. Variations in the horizontal beam size along the pulse will then show up as variations of the horizontal width of the image on the screen, where time along the pulse is encoded in the vertical position. One horizontal slice of the image thus corresponds to the horizontal profile of a given temporal slice in the pulse. A large momentum spread, however, will cause vertical smearing of particles from one temporal slice across neighboring temporal slices. In this way the large momentum spread entangles the momentum and beam size distributions. Note that this smearing is more complex than plain convolution, because the degree of smearing depends on the deflection angle and therefore varies along the pulse.
We consider once more a beam with momentum distribution ψ. For simplicity, we let it be constant along the bunch train, although the same algorithm can be generalized to distributions that vary in time. For a bunch with arrival time τ j the vertical position of an on-momentum particle is given by D 0 ðτ j Þ ¼ ατ j , where α is the linear sweep speed. As before, the particle density on the screen is calculated using Eq. (4) but this time the reference position is time-dependent. If we look at a slice of width dY at position Y k ¼ ατ k on the screen we can express the particle density in this slice k from the bunch arriving at τ j as
We assume that the momentum distribution is normalized to unity and calculate the fraction f kj of particles in a temporal slice of width dτ ¼ dY=α that overlaps with another to
The fact that α disappears from the expression is predominantly a consequence of choosing scaled variables, here the time τ, and considering the fraction of the particles. Now, we consider a geometric particle density g j ðXÞ that may vary from one time-slice j to another. The total density distribution in slice k of the screen is calculated as the sum of contributions from all bunches j ¼ 1; …; n through
The same equation holds for every horizontal position X. The indices k and j label different time slices and, in particular, f kj represents how much time-slice j leaks into the slice k, that only were to contain the particles from time-slice k, were the beam mono-chromatic. With this formulation the momentum smearing during the linear sweep is turned into the matrix equation: where R is the measured distribution, G is the corresponding distribution of a monochromatic beam and F contains the contamination function of the large momentum spread. For a monochromatic beam F is the identity matrix, meaning no crosscontamination of slices and a linear relation between distribution in time and distribution in the vertical plane. By computing G ¼ F À 1 R the measured distribution is transformed to such a form that it is easily translated to the geometric distribution along the bunch train. Assuming that the momentum distribution is known, e.g. through the measurement procedure described earlier, F can be calculated. The deconvolution problem is then reduced to the difficulty in finding the inverse F À 1 . It may well be that F is numerically singular, such that F À 1 strongly amplifies seemingly small densities, like noise, in the screen image R. One way of avoiding such singularities is through singular value decomposition (SVD) [27] : First reformulate 
The matrix U is orthogonal with U À 1 ¼ U T , and Λ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements λ i . In this case, since F is symmetric, applying SVD is equivalent to calculating the matrix eigenvalues. Once these eigenvalues λ i are known the computation of A À 1 is trivial. However, if λ i is zero or numerically close to zero Λ À 1 will contain very large elements 1=λ i that will amplify noise in the screen image. This can be avoided by forcing a cut-off value λ cut such that if λ i o λ cut let 1=λ i ¼ 0. This procedure efficiently removes the subspace where the matrix F is degenerate. The cutoff value has to be chosen judiciously so that noise is suppressed while retaining the smearing information carried by λ i . Alas, no general rule for the optimal cut-off can be given since it depends on the properties of the input distribution g j ðXÞ, the momentum distribution ψðτ; δÞ, as well as on the nature of the noise.
We investigate the reliability of the beam size measurement with a few examples. To this end we use a Gaussian particle distribution in the horizontal direction and introduce a modulation of the horizontal beam width along the bunch train as illustrated in Fig. 9 . We first use a Gaussian momentum distribution of rms width Δ and we assume that the vertical beam size is negligible compared to the Gaussian momentum distribution. The vertical smearing of the horizontal distribution of a given temporal slice is thus only due to spreading of the momentum distribution, transformed to the image plane according to Eq. (4). As the momentum spread Δ grows, the beam size oscillations are damped until almost no variations are visible. Fig. 10(a) shows the image of a beam with Δ ¼ 0:1 and Fig. 10 (b) contains the horizontal beam size extracted along the vertical direction as a solid line, together with the reference beam size taken from Fig. 9(b) shown as the dashed line. The large momentum spread hides the temporal beam size variation that would appear for a monochromatic beam. Using SVD with a carefully selected cut-off on the eigenvalue we retrieve the distribution in Fig. 11(a) , very close to the input distribution from Fig. 9 , and with a similar beam size variation displayed in Fig. 11(b) . Now we add noise to the original image in Fig. 10 (a) before we apply the deconvolution algorithm. The noise is uniformly distributed around zero and we study how the analysis procedure handles different noise amplitudes. Fig. 12 shows the reconstructed distribution when the noise amplitude is 1% of the maximum intensity in the original image. Even though the We now turn to a beam with CLIC parameters. Using only the steady-state part of the energy distribution from the histogram in Fig. 1(b) means that 0 oδ o 4. As before, we apply a linear sweep in the vertical direction and illustrate in Fig. 13 how the momentum profile is extended in the vertical direction of the screen for different points in time during the sweep. The later bunches are superimposed with the early bunches, which highlights the difficulty of extracting quantitative time information directly from the image.
Turning to the two-dimensional image, we use the geometric distribution in time from Fig. 9 . Again, we apply a linear sweep in the vertical direction and obtain the screen image in Fig. 14(a) . The horizontal beam size variation along the vertical axis is now hidden behind the momentum smearing. However, if we analyze the image slice by slice, moving in the vertical direction, a slight variation in beam size reveals itself, as seen as the solid line in Fig. 14(b) . Though, this variation is distorted from the actual beam size, displayed in the same figure as the dashed line.
In order to recover the geometric density distribution along the bunch train we use the known momentum distribution to first compute the contamination matrix F. Subsequently, we solve the Uniform noise with amplitude 1% of the maximum intensity has been added to the original image in Fig. 10(a) . Then, through the matrix formulation in Eq. (23), the geometric distribution can be recovered (a). The extracted rms horizontal beam width along the pulse (b) agrees with the original input. matrix equation (23) and extract the corresponding monochromatic distribution G, which can easily be transformed to a temporal distribution, indistinguishable from the original distribution.
We repeat the experiment and add 1% random noise to the screen image in Fig. 14(a) . Then, we apply the deconvolution algorithm to the noisy image and obtain the result displayed in Fig. 15 . The extracted horizontal beam size in Fig. 15(b) still matches the reference beam size variation and we note that the reconstruction algorithm works slightly better with the CLIC momentum distribution than with the Gaussian momentum distribution. The reason is that more eigenvalues of the CLIC contamination matrix are relatively large while for a Gaussian many eigenvalues are very small.
When the noise level increases, the cut-off value on the eigenvalues must also increase. On the other hand, the eigenvalues are needed to lift the smearing caused by the momentum spread. When the added noise reaches roughly 8% of the maximum intensity the reconstruction fails. Beyond this level it becomes impossible to reach the balance between efficient noise reduction and getting a faithful reconstruction of the initial distribution.
The achievable spatial and temporal resolution of the horizontal beam size is determined by the vertical beam size, which adds smearing in the vertical direction, the pixel noise of the picture and the pixel size. The latter can be made negligible by a suitable imaging system and we do not consider it further.
The influence of the vertical beam size can be accounted for by convoluting the image on the screen with a Gaussian filter that represents the vertical beam size. This changes the smearing matrix F in Eq. (23) to F 0 ¼ VF, where V is band diagonal with the Gaussian filter coefficients repeated on each row. We consider a beam having the vertical beam size half that of the horizontal beam size. This implies also that the vertical beam size is moderate compared to the vertical dispersive smearing, whose scale is given by Lφ 0 . By inverting F 0 instead of F we can recover the initial horizontal beam size, provided the noise level on the pixels is somewhat smaller than the one we had for inverting F alone. The matrix V changes the eigenvalue spectrum of F 0 and causes an ambiguity to find the cutoff value λ cut in the matrix inversion. This analysis indicates that our method still works for beams with vertical beam size moderately smaller than the maximum dispersive smearing. The details, however, depend on the momentum distribution and the ensuant eigenvalue spectrum. In order to address the effect of the pixel noise we calculate the amplification factor of the pixel noise of the image R on the noise level of the reconstructed distribution G which is given by the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix ðF T FÞ À 1 . Reconstructing the horizontal width, however, is only affected weakly, despite large amplification factors between 10 and 20 for the CLIC distribution and even larger if the effect of the vertical beam size is included. This analysis indicates that the horizontal width can be determined, provided the noise level in the reconstructed image stays below 50% of the maximum values the pixels can assume. Here, we have described a method to analyze the beam size measurement based on a linear sweep. The measurement procedure to extract time-resolved information on the momentum distribution and the geometric distribution has thus been fully described. We will now address the two most important technical aspects of the measurement system.
The magnets
In Section 3 we stated in Eq. (7) the relationship between the particle coordinates on the screen to the momentum and arrival time of the particle. Two kicker systems are required for extracting the information: one for deflecting the beam in the horizontal direction (x), the other for deflecting the beam in the vertical direction (y). Each should ideally produce a sinusoidal field, with the period of the oscillation slightly longer than the 240 ns bunch train duration. The two kicker magnets would be powered 901 out of phase, equivalent to having a sine variation in y and cosine in x. The exact oscillation period will most likely be designed to be nonadjustable and in the range of 250-300 ns. The bunch trains arrive each 20 ms, hence there can be field in the kicker magnets just prior to the arrival of a bunch train, and similarly just after the bunch train has passed through. Therefore, the conceptual design of the kicker system is to have two power supplies, one associated with each kicker magnet. When the output of the power supplies is turned on each will form a resonant circuit with the inductance of the associated kicker magnet to produce a quasi-sinusoidal waveform. The output of the power supply for the horizontally deflecting kicker magnet will be turned on such that the field is at a peak of the sinusoid when the bunch train arrives, as illustrated with the dashed line in Fig. 16 , whereas the field in the vertically deflecting kicker magnet will start to rise near to the arrival of the bunch train.
Each kicker system for deflecting the decelerated CLIC drive beam, by up to 10 mrad, must provide a total kick of approximately 8:2 Á 10 À 3 Tm. In order to achieve a quasi-sinusoidal field with a relatively short period, in the range of 250-300 ns, it is presently envisaged that the kicker magnets would be of a lumped inductance design, and have a single turn to give a relatively low inductance. In order to achieve high reliability of the power supply, and a repetition rate of 50 Hz, the switch on the output stage of each power supply would most likely use power semiconductors. The proximity of the power supplies to the kicker magnets will be determined by several factors including radiation levels. In the present, conceptual, design it is assumed that each power supply will be connected to its kicker magnet by a cable of length 3 m. In order to minimize inductance, and limit radiated electromagnetic noise, each power supply and magnet would be interconnected with suitable coaxial cable. In addition the cable would be terminated in its characteristic impedance Z at the magnet end, see Fig. 17 , to minimize reflections and distortion of the sinusoidal field. A preliminary, conceptual design assumes that the aperture of both kicker magnets is 25 mm Â 25 mm, and each kicker has an effective magnetic length of 0.5 m. A suitable material for the yoke is a NiZn ferrite such as 8C11 (Ferroxcube) or CMD5005 (Ceramic Magnetics). The 25 mm Â 25 mm aperture does not allow any space for a ceramic tube or beam coupling impedance reduction techniques. If these are necessary the size of the aperture would be increased requiring higher current, for a given magnetic length, and thus higher supply voltage, to achieve the required integrated field. The above assumptions result in an inductance of 0:63 μH for each kicker magnet. Fig. 17 shows a simplified schematic of one power supply and its kicker magnet. The choice of cable impedance, to interconnect a power supply and kicker magnet, is a compromise between a high impedance in order to minimize damping of the sinusoidal field (especially for the horizontal deflection, which will start a quarter-period before the vertical deflection), and a low value to minimize the period of the sinusoidal oscillation: minimizing the cable impedance allows the storage value capacitor to be increased and the voltage to be reduced -this is an advantage for the semiconductor switches. In addition it is advantageous to use commercially available coaxial cable; assuming a 50 Ω characteristic impedance, and neglecting parasitic capacitance, inductance and resistance, the storage capacitor value would be approximately 1.5 nF. Hence, the storagecapacitor would need to be pre-charged to approximately 11.2 kV in order to provide the required peak integrated field; the switch current would be approximately 300 A peak.
The semiconductor switches would most likely be a series and parallel array of high voltage (1 kV) MOSFETs, together with antiparallel diodes for conducting the current associated with the negative field. The configuration would need to be carefully chosen to switch-on fast and have reasonably low on-state resistance. Fig. 16 shows preliminary predictions for the integrated field for the x-deflecting and y-deflecting kicker magnets, as a function of time, for the conceptual design of kicker and power supply. As a result of circuit losses the sinusoidal field is damped, and the first negative peak is approximately 80% of the magnitude of the first positive peak of field. Although a perfect sinusoidal field shape is the ideal, it is still possible to perform the suggested measurement with this field. Exponential damping can be incorporated in the algorithm in a straightforward way, thus accounting for the discrepancy so that the momentum distribution can be computed.
Further, detailed, design work would be required to optimize the design of kicker magnet and power supply, including careful choice of all the components. However this would also require careful adaptation to the situation in the tunnel and an evaluation of radiation in order to properly choose the length of coaxial cable between a power supply and its kicker magnet. For example, reducing the length of coaxial cable required to interconnect a Fig. 15 . Uniform noise of 1% of the maximum intensity has been added to the original image in Fig. 14(a) . Then, through the matrix formulation in Eq. (23) power supply and magnet from 3 m to 1 m would allow the kicker magnet length to be increased (requiring less current to achieve the same deflection), the storage capacitor value to be increased or a combination of the two: this would also result in the storage capacitor voltage being significantly decreased. One way of generating a magnetic field suitable for the linear sweep needed for the time-resolved beam size measurement is to use the linear part of a sine wave. It is then enough to increase the oscillation period of the magnetic field while slightly increasing the field strength. This, however, would require a second power supply section, similar to the one presented in Fig. 17 but with a storage capacitor approximately 100 times the value of the storage capacitor in the first section. The power supply voltage of the second section would be up to say 20% of the value of the first section, i.e. around 2.4 kV, in order to provide up to twice the current of the first section. Finally, the antiparallel diode in Fig. 17 could be replaced with a fast switch with an antiparallel diode for switching between the circular and the linear sweep.
The OTR screen
The CLIC drive beam carries high power in a relatively small cross-section, thus constituting a threat to any invasive beam monitor. The post-PETS diagnostic line, however, has the advantage of diluting the beam over a large surface. Nonetheless, a study of the reaction of the screen to the beam is needed. We have considered three screen materials: aluminum, beryllium, and silicon carbide (SiC); all commonly used for ultra-high vacuum windows or screens. At the energy levels in question the stopping power of these materials is dominated by radiative effects, and the differential energy loss in beryllium is roughly a factor two lower than in aluminum and SiC. In total, the thermal-mechanical behavior of the screen depends also on thermal conductivity and expansion, specific heat capacity, elastic modulus and tensile strength of the material. The values of these properties for the three materials are listed in Table 1 .
For an accurate estimate of the energy deposition in the screen we performed Monte Carlo simulations with the FLUKA code [33, 34] . For symmetry reasons we use only one quarter of the screen, consisting of a 0.1 mm thin foil in vacuum. The beam is given negligible intrinsic size, so that the beam size on the screen is only due to the momentum spread and the rotating magnetic field. The momentum distribution is taken from Fig. 1(b) and the dispersion for the peak momentum is 2.5 cm. The beam parameters used for these calculations are given in Table 2 . Fig. 18(a) shows the transverse distribution of the energy deposition in the beryllium foil. The result has been scaled so as to represent the energy deposition from one bunch train, 240 ns long. Because of its short duration, the bunch train passage can be considered instantaneous, from a cooling point of view, i.e. heat dissipation occurs only in between trains and is negligible within the train. The maximum energy density of 7 J=cm 3 (or 0:07 J=cm 2 when taking the foil thickness into account) causes a local increase in temperature of ΔT ¼ 1:8 K. The equivalent numbers for the aluminum and SiC foils are 12 J=cm 3 and 10 J=cm 3 energy density, and 4.2 K and 4.5 K temperature rise, respectively. We studied the thermal response of the screen to repetitive bunch train crossings, under the assumption that the rim of the screen is kept at 300 K. Using material properties as in Table 1 , we looked at the effect of conduction as well as radiation cooling of the screen in between bunch trains. While the latter is very small the conduction may be enough to keep the screen below its melting point, though this depends strongly on, e.g. the thermal conductivity. This value, however, varies with, e.g., production method when it comes to composite materials like SiC, which is why a careful study is needed for the final design. Nonetheless, we conclude that the rather modest heat increase allows for operating the diagnostic, if not at the full 50 Hz pulse repetition rate, at least at reduced rate.
In addition to the instantaneous temperature increase we investigate the cyclic thermal stress induced by many bunch train crossings. Using the maximum instantaneous temperature increase ΔT, together with the thermal expansion coefficient α and Young's modulus E from Table 1 we estimate the cyclic thermal stress to be σ c ¼ ð1=2ÞΔTαE [36] , resulting in 3-5 MPa for the materials in question. This must be compared to the tensile strength σ t of the material, which in the case of beryllium is more than one order of magnitude larger than the induced stress. Aluminum in its pure form, however, has a yield strength of the order of 10 MPa, comparable to the cyclic stress. The tensile strength of SiC varies greatly depending on production method, which means it is difficult to make general judgement on its suitability. We conclude that a beryllium screen would be suitable for the post-PETS diagnostic line, though it is a material that must be handled with extreme care due to its toxic nature.
It is clear that the screen cannot sustain the beam in focused mode, i.e. the screen must be protected against failure scenarios, in particular the failure of the magnets. To this end, the screen geometry will be as sketched in Fig. 18(b) : The screen may be either circular or rectangular, and large enough to fit a circle of radius R≳Lφ 0 =ð1 þ δ min Þ in order to collect the most decelerated particle of momentum deviation δ min % 0. At the center we foresee a circular opening of radius r≲Lφ 0 =ð1 þ δ max Þ so that when the magnets are turned off the beam can pass the screen without crossing its surface. When the magnets are on, the least Fig. 17 . Simplified schematic of one power supply and its kicker magnet. decelerated particle with δ max ¼ 9 shall hit the screen. Note that although this screen design is intended for avoiding the high beam intensity in a small spot size it also allows us to operate the diagnostic line at a reduced bunch train repetition rate. Thus it offers extra precaution in terms of the high beam intensity.
Conclusions
We found that beams with large momentum spread lead to distorted images on a screen in a spectrometer if interpreted within a linearized model of the dispersion. We then derived the map that permits us to extract the correct momentum distribution from the screen image.
Using that information we propose a method to derive the time-resolved momentum distribution along the drive beam pulse from a single-shot screen image created by sweeping the beam in a circular pattern. It turned out that the momentum distribution can be recovered accurately as long as the geometric beam size is smaller than the beam size due to the finite momentum spread. For the CLIC decelerator in particular, we expect the method to become a convenient tuning tool, because the deceleration and thereby the power production can be optimized by making the circle as big as possible and the initial transient as short as possible.
The beam size variation along the pulse can be extracted by applying a linear sweep in one direction, here vertical, and recording the beam width in the horizontal plane. We showed how to disentangle the complex smearing of the transverse profile in the horizontal plane into the sweeping plane, when the momentum distribution is known. In addition, we expect that large variations of the transverse beam sizes along the pulse are visible directly and permit tuning of the decelerator and preceding beam lines. By first performing the circular sweep and then the linear sweep, the momentum distribution and beam size along the bunch train can be determined in only two shots.
In this report we finally address practical issues of the diagnostic section. A preliminary study of the thermal-mechanical stability of the OTR screen indicates that a beryllium foil can be used. In addition, a conceptual design of the kicker magnets was presented. It is probably advisable to install additional kicker magnets to create a closed bump in order to steer the deflected beams, with the large beam power, to the dump in a controlled way.
The methodology for diagnosing beams with large momentum spread was specifically developed for the CLIC drive beam.
However, we expect that it will be useful in other circumstances where extreme momentum distributions can occur. The CLIC postcollision line was already mentioned in this context. 
